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Title: What's New in Unifier 17.7

# Question Answer

1 Can you explain the new Oracle Software release schedule? I 

am confused on how the version is 17.7.

Each year Oracle releases their cloud version in the first quarter and the first on 

premise release in third quarter.  Typically, after the first cloud version, there may 

be monthly updates.  The version number now is the year of release followed by 

the release number in that year.  So the first release in 2017 would be 17.1.  With 

monthly cloud updates after that, generally the first on premise release will be 

the 6th or 7th release that year (hence 17.7).  Patches after that would be 17.8, 

17.9 etc. 

Then the first release in 2018 (usually in January) would be 18.1

2 Is there a specific name for the Mobile App? Cannot find in 

iTunes store.

If you search for "Oracle Unifier" or "Oracle Primavera Unifier" you should see it.   

It's listed as Oracle Primavera Unifier in the app store.



3 Are there any Web Services/ Special Licenses needed for 

Unifier Mobile App, similar to P6 Team Member license?

No special license is required; however, all users using the Unifier Mobile app 

would require a Unifier license--same as if accessing the application through the 

web.  Since the mobile app performs similar to the main applicaton, a full Unifier 

license is required.  

4 Does Unifier recognize international monetary values outside 

of the US Dollar? 

Yes Unifier supports multiple currencies. Each shell can use multiple currencies; 

however only one currency can be set as the default for that Shell.

5 Don't shell dashboards provide drill down capabilities? Yes you're correct if they are set up to be drill down, but drilling down at the 

lowest level there is no possibility for viewing/editing a specific record.  As 

mentioned, care when implementing can help make sure that these are 

configured if that's a requirement for your organization.  

On a related topic, the question of drill down in the Cost Sheet is still not 

something that can end in a record editor having edit capability.

6 Can I still have unlimited tabs in the top navigation? Yes you can.  The tabs will only display across one row; if you add more than will 

fit across the screen, you'll see an arrow to open up a pick list of the tabs you have 

open.  As before, these return you to the same state when you last accessed it--

either user or admin mode, and which module/component.  Also you can still use 

the Bookmarks to save locations as well.

7 Can I sort the LOG views on the fly or do I have to modify the 

view?

Yes, you can click on the column headings to sort the view by one of the columns 

on the fly.  But if you want to have a regular layout, creating and saving the view 

is the best way.

Yes.8 You mentioned Printing the LOG views--can you export these 

to Excel?

Not currently.  The Print view just prints to one of your printers.  However, most 

reports have the option to output as CSV.


